
Name:

Are you in a codependent relationship with someone? With whom?

Date:
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Why do you think you’re in a codependent relationship with that person? Identify the factors.

Would you like to improve your relationship so it doesn’t become codependent, put it on break, or end it completely? Explain.

Depending on your choice, what would you feel in the coming days, weeks, months, or years?

Avoiding Codependency Worksheet

Part I: Talk about your codependent relationship(s)
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Name:

What do you like/did like about yourself prior to your relationship(s) becoming codependent?

Date:
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What are your interests/hobbies?

What are your goals?

Do you have problems hindering you from reaching your goals?

What do you need to do to get past those problems?

If you work through your problem, do you think your codependent relationship will transform into a healthier one?

Avoiding Codependency Worksheet
Part II: Talk about yourself, what you love, and your goals
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	text_1ucfo:  Clarence Dizon
	text_2xhjh: March 13, 2022
	textarea_3bfdc: I have a codependent relationship with my whole family. So, my mother, father, and brother.
	textarea_4dcfk: I think I developed a codependent relationship with my entire family ever since I got laid off work due to the pandemic. My previous employer promised to help me and my other former colleagues to find new work, but they didn't. I got rejected by over 70+ companies and it broke my spirit.

It broke my spirit to the point that I became a shut-in. My parents and my brother are caring for me and making sure I'm fed everyday, but I offer nothing in return. Ever since I became a shut-in, I stopped going out, I barely leave my room except for when we're going to have dinner or if I'm going to use the bathroom.

They say they're totally fine and they understand that I'm depressed, but at this point, I'm just relying on them. I even ask them to buy me alcohol, and I end up wallowing in misery while drinking beer.

Sometimes, I would imagine them giving up on me, and more often than not, I feel the urge to tell them not to leave me or I'll end myself. Good thing these are just thoughts and not something I've done. Not yet.
	textarea_5sutt: Of course I would love to improve my relationship with my family. They care about me too much and don't ask questions. They don't bug me about work, so now I feel absolutely guilty. My parents have already retired and I understand they're using money from their lifesavings to help support me, and my brother chips in, too.

I can't let this continue. I need to be better. For myself. And for them.
	textarea_6jees: I gave it a lot of thought, and if I decide to act now, I will feel inspired to be better and snap out of myself. I'm sure my family would be just as happy.
	text_7hfkt:  Clarence Dizon
	text_8fjnb:  March 13, 2022
	textarea_9dyjw: I used to be such a spritely person. I used to be outgoing, overeager and dedicated to learn about things. I loved my job, until I got laid off.
	textarea_10oqrn: I love going on adventures with my family or friends.

I like playing video games, reading books, visiting museums, playing music with friends.

I also like learning new languages.
	textarea_11hfat: My dream in life is to master a foreign language, perhaps Japanese. I want to work in the Japanese video game industry and help bring titles, old and new, to a global audience.

I also want to move my family out of this terrible country. But more than that, for now I just want to get another job. It can be as simple as working at a record store, or take another desk job. Anything, as long as I can prevent my parents and my brother from spending too much just to make sure I'm okay. I need to support them.
	textarea_12ybbn: I still feel broken by being rejected by many employers. So, whenever I think about looking for a new job, I shudder in fear of rejection and I just stop doing anything.

I also developed alcoholism.
	textarea_13bybi: I think the first thing I need to do is to get into rehab for my alcoholism. Even if I muster up the courage to apply for work, if I'm an alcoholic, that'll still be a problem, and might make things worse. I don't want to suddenly start becoming irritable and become a violent drunk or something.

I will ask my parents to put me in rehab. And I will commit myself to accomplish it.

After that, I will look for work. I'm still scared, but at this point in time (I'm writing this 13 days after reading the guide question), I need to suck it up. My dad's cousin owns a record store three streets from our house. He said his cousin is more than happy to employ me since I'm knowledgeable about music. I will do just that. I'll also look for a purely work-from-home job. Hopefully it pays well.

When things start to look up for me, I think I'll invest money in learning Japanese. Once I get the necessary certificates, I'll apply for a localization job in Japan, work hard enough to get my family, and hopefully live in peace there!
	textarea_14lfnf: Most definitely. I'm sure it'll lift my family's spirits to know that I've dug myself out of my shut-in grave. Once I'm okay, I can help my brother ensure that my parents enjoy retirement without any worry.

None of them will have to take on the burden of making sure I'm taken care of because I'm going to contribute to making sure our family lives relatively well.


